
... with love from Småland, Sweden





A2 is a young Swedish brand presenting a collection of creative and 
distinct objects for public and private spaces. 

Our collection of furniture and interior details is contemporary with a 
heritage of the Scandinavian tradition. At the same time we are happy 
when we can surprise with interesting combinations of design, fine 
details, functionality and carefully chosen materials. 

We cherish a genuine production by skilled craftsmen. All products are, 
and will always be, produced in Småland, Sweden. The result is long 
lasting high quality products with a strong identity.

MADE IN SMÅLAND

Sara Larsson, designer & owner



2   Party bar stool, Happy low bar stool, Twig coat hanger, Squares panel



Eat chopping board, Space decoration, Dot pouf   3



4   Space decoration   



  5



6   Show shelf, Hug flower pot, You mirror



Show & Hug   
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8   Stay bench, Happy stool, Show shelf, Hug flower pot, Space decoration    



  Twist table, Hello chair, Space decoration   9



10   Islands coffee table, Stay bench, Squares panel
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File & W.30  
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New Bo



      Show shelf, Space decoration, Hug flower pot   13



14   Stay bench, Mind desk, Hug flower pot, Hello chair, Dot pouf



Mind, Hello & Stay
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16   Angle cabinet and drawer unit, Hello chair, Hidden laptop desk, Angle shelf
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Link, Mingle, Pile & Twig
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Squares, Angle & Hello



Pile easy chair, Happy stool, low bar stool and bar table, Link seat unit   19



20   Hello chair, Twist table, Happy stool, Eat chopping board, Space decoration, W.30 wall storage



Eat
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22   Collect 2010 low cabinet, Move trolley
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Collect 2010 & Happy
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Story, Småland, W.30 & Happy



  Eat chopping board, Småland tray   25



26   White cabinet, Spin candelabra, Happy chair, stool and table



White sideboard, Sneak peek mirror   27



28   Hello chair, Collect 2015 cabinet
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Collect 2013, Collect 2011 & Collect 2014



30   Collect 2013 cabinet
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Collect 2013 low, Marble & Sneak peek 



8   32   Story cabinet, Marble decoration tray
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Mind, Space & You



34   

No secrets & Space



No secrets cabinet   35



36   Mingle table, Play tic tac toe game, Småland tray, Collect 2010 media storage, Link seat unit



Honey
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38   Display cabinet, Mingle table
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Collect 2012 & Joy



40   Sneak peek cabinet with base, Play tic tac toe game, Sneak peek cabinet with frame



Sneak peek desk and mirror, Hello chair   41



42   Pile easy chair, Street multi unit, File storage, Mingle table
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Meet, Squares, Angle & Hello



Safari, Happy & NO. 24
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Party bar stool, Stars storage, Space decoration   45



46   White bedside table, Spin candelabra
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White & Me



48

Twig, Marble & Stripe



 Happy table and chair, Collect cabinet, Move trolley, Spin candelabra   49



The A2 collection is contemporary with creative and distinct 
objects for public and private spaces. 

You find details about all our products on the following 
pages. For more information and pictures please visit 
www.a2designers.se. 

EXPLORE AND ENJOY OUR COLLECTION!

50   Angle table, mini drawer unit and cabinet, Hello chair, W.30 wall storage



A2 COLOURS

white grey dark grey black

yellow cerise purple turquoise

light green forest greengrass green dark green

blue midnight blue

marble white oiled oak oiled oak

Above you find the colours used on our products. 
Other NCS colours are available upon request.

For products with colours in painted oak or 
stained oak the wood structure is visible.

Printed samples can differ in colour and structure 
compared with the delivered product. 
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THE COLLECT FAMILY / CABINETS
The Collect family of cabinets is far away from 
any anonymous storage system. Each cabinet 
has its own distinct or colourful identity. It is a 
little cabinet for your favourite things.

The original colourful Collect cabinet was 
launched 2009. The Collect 2010 cabinets were 
designed as follow-ups and are characterised 
by interesting white doors with squares in 
different levels. Collect 2011 is colourful and 
the doors have a pattern of triangles in two 
levels. Collect 2012 is the odd member of the 
family, it comes with a front in Tärnsjö leather 
and a signed and numbered metal plate. 
Collect 2012 is produced as a limited edition 
of 81 cabinets. Collect 2013 has fronts of 
round rods and comes in two versions, one 
colourful and one white. Collect 2014 is 
inspired by Japanese origami. It is character-
ised by angular parts in three levels.

The newest member of the Collect family is 
Collect 2015. The 2015 edition has a classic 
expression with a harlequin pattern in two 
levels.    

All doors are opened by a push mechanism. 

COLLECT 2012
MATERIALS  leather, painted wood 
and MDF      
COLOUR  white with leather doors
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x D 30 x H 119 cm

COLLECT 2010 LOW
MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and MDF      
COLOUR  white, frame in 
oiled oak, white oiled oak 
or white
DIMENSIONS  W 127 x D 35 x H 89 cm

COLLECT 2011
MATERIALS  painted wood and MDF      
COLOURS  white, yellow, cerise and 
blue
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x D 30 x H 119 cm

COLLECT 2013

COLLECT 2014

MATERIALS  oak, painted wood and 
MDF      
COLOURS  white with multicoloured 
doors or completely white with frame 
in oiled oak, white oiled oak or white
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x D 30 x H 119 cm

MATERIALS  oak, painted wood and 
MDF      
COLOUR  white, frame in oiled oak, 
white oiled oak or white
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x D 30 x H 119 cm

COLLECT
MATERIALS  painted wood and MDF      
COLOUR  white with multicoloured 
doors  
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x D 30 x H 119 cm

COLLECT 2010
MATERIALS  oak, painted wood and 
MDF      
COLOUR  white, frame in oiled oak, 
white oiled oak or white
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x D 30 x H 119 cm

COLLECT 2010 MEDIA
MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and MDF      
COLOUR  white, frame/base 
in oiled oak, white oiled oak 
or white
DETAILS  holes for cable feeding  
DIMENSIONS WITH FRAME  
W 127 x D 40 x H 59 cm
DIMENSIONS WITH BASE/WHEELS  
W 127 x D 40 x H 42 cm

COLLECT 2013 LOW
MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and MDF      
COLOUR  white, frame in 
oiled oak, white oiled oak 
or white
DIMENSIONS  W 127 x D 35 x H 89 cm
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HONEY / CABINET
The Honey cabinet has got its name and front 
pattern inspired from honeycombs created 
by nature. The expression is graphic with an 
interesting opening. 

Different options are available for the top and 
frame to create your personal Honey.

MATERIALS  oak, paint-
ed wood and MDF and 
marble     
COLOUR  white, frame in 
white or white oiled oak 
OPTIONAL  top in marble
DIMENSIONS  W 116 x 
D 35 x H 90 cm      

DISPLAY / CABINET
Display is a showcase with character. The 
design is clean and classic with many choices. 
Different parts are available in various colours 
and materials which gives the possibility to 
create unique and personal cabinets.  

MATERIALS  painted wood and 
MDF, oak and glass     
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x D 30 x 
H 144 cm 

The components of Display are 
available in the following 
materials/colours. 

CABINET & FRAME  white oiled oak and white      
DOORS, SHELVES & BACK  white, grey and forest 
green   

STORY / CABINET
The Story cabinet has a front inspired by 
classic herringbone parquet. The pattern gives 
the cabinet an interesting design and a unique 
opening. 

The components of the Story cabinet are 
available in different materials and colours to 
create your very own Story. 

MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and MDF and marble     
COLOURS  white, grey and 
midnight blue, frame in 
white, grey, midnight 
blue or white oiled oak 
OPTIONAL  top in marble 
DIMENSIONS  W 116 x 
D 35 x H 90 cm      

COLLECT 2015
MATERIALS  oak, painted wood and 
MDF      
COLOUR  white, frame in oiled oak, 
white oiled oak or white
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x D 30 x H 119 cm

NO. 24 / CABINET
The NO. 24 cabinet is named after its 24 white 
and dark grey fields. The design has a strong 
identity with a distinct graphic expression. 
NO. 24 is dimensioned to store magazines, 
books and folders and can be used both in 
offices and private spaces.

MATERIALS  painted wood and 
MDF      
COLOUR  white and dark grey      
DIMENSIONS  W 68 x D 30 x 
H 110 cm

SAFARI / CABINET
The Safari cabinet is like no other cabinet. The 
little cabinet is inspired by animals and the 
Savannah. It has a leather tail and a door with 
a subtle zebra relief pattern. Together it 
creates an interesting and playful identity. The 
high frame in oak resembles the animals on 
the Savannah, the frame also has a detail in 
black leather. The cabinet has one movable 
glass shelf.  

MATERIALS  oak, painted MDF, glass 
and leather      
COLOUR  white, frame in white 
oiled oak 
DIMENSIONS  W 45 x D 35 x H 135 cm      
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SNEAK PEEK / CABINET
Sneak peek are playful furniture with a graphic 
expression. The Sneak peek cabinet is a classic 
showcase with a twist. A pattern of irregular 
holes gives a sneak peek of what is inside 
the cabinet. Show off your beautiful things 
and hide the rest. The cabinet 
is available with frame or base.

The Sneak peek desk is a small table to be 
used as a sideboard, a dressing table or a small 
writing desk. The table top has a pattern of 
four irregular sinkings which creates a fine 
detail for the eye as well as a storage for small 
things. The desk has one drawer.

The Sneak peek mirror is playful and at the 
same time a beautiful mirror with an irreg-
ular hexagonal shape. Have a sneak peek of 
yourself if you dare. The mirror can be used 
together with the Sneak peek desk to create a 
nice set for the hallway or bedroom. 

MATERIALS  oak, painted wood 
and MDF and glass     
COLOUR  white, frame/base in 
oiled oak, white oiled oak or 
white
DIMENSIONS WITH FRAME   
W 80 x D 35 x H 130 cm
DIMENSIONS WITH BASE   
W 80 x D 35 x H 90 cm

MATERIALS  oak, painted wood 
and MDF  
COLOUR  white, frame in oiled 
oak, white oiled oak or white
DIMENSIONS  W 80 x D 35 x 
H 75 cm

MATERIALS  painted wood, oak 
and mirror glass     
COLOUR  oiled oak, white oiled oak 
or white    
DIMENSIONS  W 65 x D 5 x H 80 cm

SNEAK PEEK / DESK

SNEAK PEEK / MIRROR

NO SECRETS / CABINET
No secrets is a cabinet available in two ver-
sions. A grey one with a classic expression and 
a green crazy one. Both alternatives beautifully 
combines oak with coloured mdf. 

The grey cabinet has a field pattern with a 
small text “MAKE IT HAPPEN!“ in the corner.
The green version is a bit more playful with an 
addition of a graphic pattern. The green cab-
inet is produced as a limited and numbered 
edition of 99 cabinets.         

MATERIALS  oak, oak veneer and mdf     
COLOURS  white oiled oak with grey or green 
mdf
DIMENSIONS  W 96 x D 35 x H 124 cm      

FILE / STORAGE
Clean, simple stripes in white create a distinct 
and functional storage unit. File works just 
as good as a media storage unit as a chest of 
drawers in the hallway. File is available in two 
sizes with two or three doors/drawers, which 
close softly. 

To facilitate air circulation, signals from remote 
controls and feeding of cables the doors have 
hidden grooves and the back has a group of 
holes.

MATERIAL  painted MDF      
COLOUR  white      
DIMENSIONS   
W 165 x D 45 x H 53 / 
W 110 x D 45 x 
H 53 cm
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WHITE / CABINET

WHITE / SIDEBOARD

WHITE / STORAGE

White sideboard is a classic piece of furniture 
with beautiful details. The frame, shelves and 
cross in solid oak gives the sideboard a genu-
ine and qualitative character. Vertical stripes in 
different levels create the front of the drawer. 
The drawer is opened by a push mechanism.

MATERIALS  oak and painted 
MDF      
COLOUR  white, frame in 
oiled oak     
DIMENSIONS  W 98 x D 35 x 
H 89 cm  

White is a chest of drawers with an interesting 
design based on stripes in different levels. It 
is a functional storage unit for the hallway or 
bedroom. White is available in two sizes with 
five or four drawers. The spacious drawers are 
easily opened by a push mechanism.

MATERIALS  oak and 
painted MDF      
COLOUR  white, base in 
oiled oak      
DIMENSIONS  
W 64 x D 42 x H 126 / 
W 86 x D 42 x H 102 cm

The White cabinet is a modern piece of furni-
ture with a classic expression. With its clean 
design the cabinet can be placed in the living 
or dining room. The cabinet is characterised by 
stripes in different levels and a beautiful frame 
in oak. The different levels of the stripes hides 
the opening of the cabinet. The doors are 
opened by a push mechanism.    

MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and MDF   
COLOUR  white, frame in 
oiled oak or white      
DIMENSIONS  W 98 x D 35 x 
H 110 cm      

With its colourful appearance Stripe is a chest 
of drawers with a strong identity. It is an inter-
esting and yet functional storage unit for the 
hallway or bedroom. Stripe has four spacious 
drawers opened by a push mechanism.

MATERIALS  painted wood 
and MDF     
COLOUR  white with multi-
coloured front     
DIMENSIONS  W 86 x D 46 x 
H 102 cm

STRIPE / STORAGE

STARS / STORAGE

WHITE / BEDSIDE TABLE

Stars is a chest of drawers with a star pattern 
front. The white design is clean and easy to 
place in the hallway or bedroom. At the time 
the pattern creates a fine detail which gives 
a nice and detailed expression. Stars has four 
drawers that are easily opened by a push 
mechanism.

The White bedside table is designed to match 
the White chest of drawers. Together they 
are a nice storage solution for the bedroom. 
The White bedside table has a shelf and two 
drawers which are easily opened by a push 
mechanism.

To facilitate feeding of cables there is a small 
compartment and hatch in the top back of the 
furniture.

MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and MDF      
COLOUR  white, base in oiled 
oak or white      
DIMENSIONS  
W 86 x D 42 x H 102 cm

MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and MDF      
COLOUR  white, base in oiled 
oak or white    
DIMENSIONS  W 37 x D 42 x 
H 58 cm



MATERIALS  painted wood and MDF, oak, glass 
and mirror glass

WALL PANEL A  W 64 x D 3 x H 77 cm
WALL PANEL B  W 26 x D 3 x H 154 cm
SHELVES  
W 19 x D 14 cm
W 19 x D 19 cm
W 32 x D 14 cm 
W 32 x D 24 cm 
W 58 x D 14 cm
W 58 x D 24 cm 
COLOURS WALL PANELS & 
SHELVES  white and grey

BRACKETS  L 6, 12, 17, 22 cm
COLOURS BRACKETS  
white oiled oak, white, 
grey and forest green

DISPLAY RACK  W 19 x D 6 x H 8 cm 
VASE RACK  W 19 x D 8 x H 15 cm
MIRROR  Ø 19 cm
COLOURS DISPLAY RACK, 
VASE RACK & MIRROR  
white, grey and forest green 
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MATERIAL  
painted MDF      
COLOUR  white      
DIMENSIONS  
W 199 x D 30 x H 92 cm

ANGLE / SHELF
With its distinct expression Angle is a sculp-
tural and yet functional shelf. Angle is dimen-
sioned to hold books of different sizes, binders 
and magazines as well as ornaments. 

W.30 / WALL STORAGE
W.30 is a wall mounted system. Shelves, brack-
ets, vase racks, display racks and mirrors in 
different combinations create the perfect W.30 
for your specific space. Make it a colourful 
version for the child or a distinct monochrome 
one for the office.

The W.30 system offers a lot of options, you 
find the alternatives available below. 

STREET / MULTI UNIT
Street is a collection of stackable units for 
storage and display of magazines, books and 
plants in both public and private spaces. 

The system consists of four parts; frame, house, 
high and low units. The units can be combined 
in different ways, for example as a shelf or a 
room divider. Only the imagination sets the 
limits. 

MATERIAL  painted metal      
COLOUR  white      
DIMENSIONS FRAME  
W 32 x D 32 x H 50 cm      
DIMENSIONS HOUSE  
W 33 x D 33 x H 40 cm      
DIMENSIONS LOW  
W 33 x D 33 x H 12 cm      
DIMENSIONS HIGH  
W 33 x D 33 x H 24 cm

SHOW / SHELF
Show is an open shelf for storage and display. 
It invites to create nice compositions of books, 
magazines and your favourite things. The 
Show shelf has a distinct and graphic expres-
sion in combination with beautiful materials. 

The design is airy and the Show shelf can 
be placed free standing and used as a room 
divider. 

MATERIALS  oak, oak 
veneer, MDF and marble
COLOURS  white oiled 
oak and black stained 
oak
OPTIONAL  top in marble
OPTIONAL DETAIL  
sphere of solid oak, split in four parts, for decora-
tion or as a book end, available in white oiled 
oak and black stained oak
DIMENSIONS  W 118 x D 37 x H 94 cm      



ANGLE / STORAGE
The Angle storage system is a follow-up to our 
sculptural Angle shelf. The interesting angles 
are the same but the storage system consists 
of cabinets and drawer units.

Angle is functional office storage behind a 
creative front with a distinct and clean design. 
The cabinets are dimensioned for the office 
and to store binders, folders and suspension 
files.

To allow you to create your own combination 
of cabinets all doors are availabe in mirrored 
sets.   

MATERIAL  painted MDF      
COLOURS  white and other colours upon 
request
DETAILS  the cabinet has a base and the drawer 
unit has wheels as standard
ACCESSORIES FOR CABINET  lock and suspen-
sion file expansion

DRAWER UNIT

LOW CABINET W 90

LOW CABINET W 60

HIGH CABINET W 90

HIGH CABINET W 60

DIMENSIONS   
W 30 x D 44 x H 58 cm
W 45 x D 55 x H 66 cm 

DIMENSIONS   
W 90 x D 45 x H 80 cm

DIMENSIONS   
W 60 x D 45 x H 80 cm

DIMENSIONS   
W 90 x D 45 x H 115 cm

DIMENSIONS   
W 60 x D 45 x H 115 cm

ANGLE / TABLE
The Angle table has a clean and distinct ex-
pression. It is designed with interesting angles 
just as the other Angle furniture. The table is 
perfect for all spaces from offices to kitchens.

MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and MDF and other 
table top materials upon 
request     
COLOUR  white, frame in 
oiled oak, white oiled oak 
or white
OPTIONAL  table top in laminate
DIMENSIONS  W 175 x D 85 x H 73 / 
W 235 x D 85 x H 73 cm      

TWIST / TABLE
Twist is a robust and fun table. This table is all 
about wood and a solid expression. The twist-
ed legs have given the table its name as well 
as its interesting and detailed design. 

MATERIALS  oak and 
laminate    
COLOURS  oiled oak or 
white oiled oak 
OPTIONAL  table top in 
white scratch resistant 
matte laminate
DIMENSIONS  
W 220 x D 85 x H 73 cm      

ANGLE / DESK
Angle desk is the newest member of the Angle 
family and a smaller version of the Angle table. 
The desk has the characteristic Angle design 
angles and is designed for the small office with 
a soft contract expression.

The Angle desk has a table top in laminate. 

MATERIALS  oak, painted 
wood and laminate    
COLOUR  top in white 
laminate, frame in oiled oak, 
white oiled oak or white
DIMENSIONS  W 145 x D 65 x 
H 73 cm      
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MOVE / TROLLEY
A triangular shape with a distinct handle 
forms the little trolley Move. It is almost as a 
nice little character that catches the eye. Use 
it as a small table next to the sofa or the bed, 
as a drinks trolley or as just as a movable table. 
The trolley has black wheels and the handle is 
covered in black leather.

MATERIALS  oak, painted wood, 
MDF, leather and glass      
COLOURS  white oiled oak, forest 
green and white      
DIMENSIONS  W 38 x D 62 x 
H 83 cm   

MATERIALS  painted wood, 
veneer and MDF      
COLOUR  white      
DIMENSIONS  W 96 x D 38 x 
H 71/79 cm

Hidden is a little desk for laptop computers. 
Just as the name hints it hides both a function 
and an object. Hidden can be used as a small 
working station or just as a place to store the 
computer. Depending on the position of the 
movable part the computer is either hidden 
away or easily accessed. Hidden suits laptops 
up to 15 inch and can for example be placed 
in the bedroom, living room or hallway. 

HIDDEN / LAPTOP DESK MINGLE / TABLES
Mingle is a table for restaurants, public spaces, 
the modern home and many other places. The 
table series is characterised by many alterna-
tives of materials and colours. The table has a 
clean design which together with all the 
choices available allows many different 
expressions of these flexible tables. 

The table is available in three heights with a 
base in various colours. Round and square 
table tops in many sizes, colours and materials 
creates a large range of tables.  

MATERIALS  painted metal, painted MDF, oak, 
marble and other table top materials on request  
COLOURS BASE  white and other colours upon 
request
COLOURS TABLE TOP  white and other colours 
upon request 
HEIGHTS  45, 72 and 105 cm
DIMENSIONS TABLE TOPS  Ø 55, Ø 70, Ø 90 cm, 
65 x 65 cm and 65 x 130 cm. Other sizes avail-
able upon request.

ISLANDS / COFFEE TABLE 
The Islands coffee table is a little group of 
table tops, just as small islands joined together 
to form a flexible and playful table. Islands has 
four table tops in different levels and sizes, the 
largest one is in marble. Use the levels for stor-
age of magazines, a flower or the coffee cup to 
create your personal and functional Islands. 

MATERIAL  marble, 
painted mdf and metal     
COLOURS  marble with 
white or dark green      
DIMENSIONS  W 76 x 
D 62 x H 48 cm

Mind is a beautiful desk with a linoleum top. It 
has a neat design with fine details that gives 
it a classic and genuine expression. The Mind 
desk is perfect as a small working station or 
sideboard in the living room, hallway or bed-
room. The Mind desk has two drawers. 

MIND / DESK

MATERIALS  oak, lino-
leum and MDF      
COLOURS  top in green 
or black linoleum, frame 
in oiled oak or white 
oiled oak 
DIMENSIONS  W 118 x D 44 x H 74 cm
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HELLO / CHAIR
The stackable chair Hello combines clean 
distinct design with comfort and fine material 
meetings. The chair is light, flexible and very 
versatile. 

Hello is available with or without an upholst-
ered seat. Depending on the combination 
of colours and fabrics an infinite number of 
different chairs with very different appear-
ances can be created.

MATERIALS  painted wood, oak, 
MDF, polyether foam and fabric      
COLOURS  white, black, oiled 
oak, white oiled oak, black 
stained oak and other colours 
upon request
FABRICS  large range of fabrics      
DIMENSIONS  W 34/45 x 
D 36/44 x H 45/76 cm      

THE HAPPY FAMILY / 
CHAIR, STOOLS & TABLES 

MATERIALS  oak and painted MDF      
COLOURS  white and black with oiled oak legs, 
black with black stained oak legs. Available in 
other A2 and NCS colours upon request.
DIMENSIONS STOOL  W 40 x D 40 x H 45 cm     
DIMENSIONS LOW BAR STOOL
W 46 x D 46 x H 66 cm    
DIMENSIONS HIGH BAR STOOL  
W 49 x D 49 x H 76 cm        
DIMENSIONS CHAIR  W 36/40 x D 39/47 x 
H 45/78 cm      
DIMENSIONS TABLES  Ø 65 x H 72, Ø 90 x 
H 72 and Ø 115 x H 72 cm
DIMENSIONS BAR TABLES  W 125 x D 75 x H 90 
and Ø 55 x H 105 cm

The Happy family consists of stackable stools 
and chairs, bar stools and tables. The design 
is playful with distinct colours and oak. The 
stools and the smaller tables are three legged 
whereas the big tables have four legs. The 
tables and the stools are characterised by 
the meetings between the surfaces and the 
genuine oak which gives them their identities. 
The chair is neat with clean lines and beautiful 
material meetings. 

Happy is designed for cafés, restaurants, 
offices and private homes. 

PARTY / BAR STOOL

MATERIALS  oak, metal, plywood, 
polyether foam and fabric      
COLOURS STOOL & BACKREST  
oiled oak, white oiled oak or 
black stained oak 
COLOURS FOOTREST  black, 
brushed stainless steel or 
polished stainless steel
FABRICS  large range of fabrics      
DIMENSIONS  W 33/43 x 
D 38 x H 66/84 cm, available in 
seat height 76 cm upon request
      

Party is a flexible and versatile stackable bar 
stool. It has a robust and comfortable design 
with a round backrest as a playful detail. 

Party is available with or without an upholst-
ered seat. Depending on the choice of colours 
and fabrics stools with very different expres-
sions can be created.
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PILE / EASY CHAIR & SOFA
The Pile family is based on an idea of creating 
an extremely clean and distinct family of 
stackable seating units. Pile is characterised by 
straight and simple lines in combination with a 
contrast between metal and soft materials. The 
result is comfortable and stackable easy chairs 
and sofas. 

MATERIALS  stainless steel, plywood, polyether 
foam and fabric      
FABRICS  large range of fabrics      
DIMENSIONS EASY CHAIR  
W 59 x D 47/67 x H 41/73 cm
DIMENSIONS SOFA  
W 115 x D 47/67 x H 41/73 cm

LINK / SEAT UNIT
Link is a flexible furniture designed for creative 
spaces and meetings. It can be placed sepa-
rately or joined together in various formations 
to create an interesting space.

MATERIALS  stainless steel, 
plywood, polyether foam 
and fabric      
FABRICS  large range of 
fabrics      
DIMENSIONS  W 135 x 
D 135 x H 40 cm

MATERIALS  wood, MDF, white oiled oak, poly-
ether foam, feather plume, 
fabric and Tärnsjö leather        
COLOURS  leather/black 
and leather/multicolour 
DIMENSIONS  W 68 x 
D 100 x H 85 cm

MATERIALS  white oiled oak, MDF, plywood, 
polyether foam and fabric      
COLOURS TABLE TOP  large range of colours      
FABRICS  large range of fabrics      
DIMENSIONS POUF  
W 52 x D 52 x H 44 cm      
DIMENSIONS TABLE  
W 52 x D 52 x H 35 cm

NEW BO / SWIVEL ARMCHAIR
New Bo is a comfortable swivel armchair 
where a clean design meets soft leather and 
fabric. The frame in wood with a threaded part 
creates a unique and solid character.

MATERIALS  wood, MDF, 
white oiled oak, polyether 
foam, feather plume, fabric 
and Tärnsjö leather        
FABRICS  seat in Tärnsjö 
leather, large range of fabrics 
DIMENSIONS  W 64 x 
D 67 x H 73 cm

MEET / POUF & TABLE 
Meet is a family of poufs and tables for creative 
spaces. The frame in oak gives a genuine and 
welcoming feeling. Linked together the pen-
tagonal units create an interesting and playful 
structure. Tables and poufs in different colours 
can be mixed to form places for meeting, wait-
ing and resting. 

JOY / ROCKING CHAIR
Joy rocking chair gives peaceful rest in a mod-
ern, clean and yet comfortable design. Solid 
wood meets leather and colourful or black 
pillows in a nice combination. Joy is available 
in two versions; Tärnsjö leather together with 
fabric in black or multicolour. 

DOT / POUF
With a clean graphic design Dot is a movable 
pouf with character. It is a flexible and playful 
furniture for creative spaces. Dot has got its 
name from the big dot like leather button 
on the top. Dot can have a monochrome or 
colourful expression depending on the choice 
of fabric. 

Dot comes with lockable wheels.

MATERIALS  plywood, poly-
ether foam and fabric  
COLOURS  black wheels and 
button in black Tärnsjö leather
FABRICS  large range of fabrics      
DIMENSIONS  Ø 70 x H 40 cm
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STAY / BENCH
Stay is a furniture for a soft peaceful rest. Stay 
is a neat and small daybed as well as a bench. 
In Stay solid wood meets fabric and leather to 
create a nice furniture with many beautiful 
details. 

Stay is available in two versions; grey or green 
fabric with details in Tärnsjö leather. Stay 
comes with two cushions.

MATERIALS  oak, feather plume, polyether foam, 
fabric and Tärnsjö leather   
COLOURS  frame in oiled oak or white oiled 
oak, fabric in grey or green, other colours upon 
request 
DIMENSIONS  W 170 x D 65 x H 43/65 cm

ME / TABLE MIRROR
Me is a table mirror with a clean elegant 
design. A drawer and a secret compartment 
make it a perfect storage for your special 
belongings.

MATERIALS  painted MDF, plywood 
and mirror glass   
COLOUR  white
DIMENSIONS  W 34 x D 30 x H 57 cm      

TWIG / COAT HANGER
Twig is a compact coat hanger with a clean 
design. It can be placed in the office, public 
space, hallway, bedroom or bathroom. Twig 
has fourteen branches and eight notches for 
hangers or jackets.

MATERIAL  painted metal      
COLOURS  white and black      
DIMENSIONS  W 30 x D 30 x 
H 178 cm

The You mirror is big and bold at the same 
time as it is beautiful. It has a clean distinct 
design with a thick frame. The You mirror has 
a small shelf for a flower, a perfume bottle or a 
little ornament.

The interesting design of the You mirror makes 
it perfect for the living room, hallway or bed-
room. 

MATERIALS  oak veneer, mdf 
and mirror glass     
COLOURS  oiled oak, white 
oiled oak, black stained oak 
and white painted oak 
DIMENSIONS  Ø 100 x D 17 cm

YOU / MIRROR

Many squares creating other squares and yet 
other squares. Squares is a panel with a sound 
absorbing function. The design is very clean 
with the parts woven together to create the 
structure. The Squares panel combines an im-
portant function with being an interior design 
object with many possibilities. As a decorative 
board it can be used in many different colours 
to create solutions for various spaces.

SQUARES / PANEL

MATERIALS  painted wood, fabric and 
Soundfelt Rec (polyester fibers and recycled 
polyester textiles)
COLOURS  available in a large range of colours 
in wool fabrics
DIMENSIONS  W 140 x D 4 x H 90 / 
W 90 x D 4 x H 90 cm
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PLAY / TIC TAC TOE GAME
Play is a classic tic tac toe game in a large 
version. The design is graphic with the black 
board in contrast to the pieces in white oiled 
oak. Play is a nice decoration as well as a fun 
and easy game to play with family and friends.

MATERIALS  MDF and white 
oiled oak      
DIMENSIONS  W 30 x D 30 x 
H 2 / W 6 x D 6 x H 6 cm

MARBLE / DECORATION TRAY 
Marble is a candelabra, a vase and above all a 
beautiful table decoration with many possibil-
ities. The design is clean and lets the marble, 
candles and flowers be in focus. Marble comes 
with 3 tubes for flowers.

MATERIALS  marble, 
metal and glass    
DIMENSIONS  
W 21 x D 14 x H 4 cm

MATERIALS  painted MDF 
and steel      
COLOURS  white and black      
DIMENSIONS  W 27 x D 27 x 
H 25 cm

SPIN / CANDELABRA
Spin is a creative and interactive candlestick. 
Each part can be rotated individually to create 
a structured or a more irregular sculptural ob-
ject. Just release the wing nut a bit and make 
your very own version of the Spin candelabra. 

SMÅLAND / TRAY
The Småland tray is a tribute to where it start-
ed for A2; in the forests of Småland. A black 
and white photo of a stack of stocks gives the 
tray a genuine and modern expression. 

MATERIAL  laminated birch veneer      
COLOUR  black and white photo      
DIMENSION  Ø 31 cm

SPACE / DECORATION
A space for flowers, fruits, ornaments or your 
little favourite things. Space is a decoration 
unit with two functions. It is a beautiful vase 
with flexible possibilities. Turn the base and 
the glass upside down and you get a little 
display vitrine.

The glass is hand blown in Småland, Sweden. 

MATERIALS  oak and glass
COLOURS  oiled oak, white oiled oak, black 
stained oak and 
green painted oak
DIMENSIONS  
W 21 x D 21 x 
H 22 cm

EAT / CHOPPING BOARD 
Eat is a genuine solid wood chopping board 
with fine details. Each end has been designed 
to create a good grip. As much as Eat is a 
chopping board it is also a nice platter.

MATERIAL  oak, treated 
with paraffin oil
DIMENSIONS  
W 39 x D 21 x H 3 cm

HUG / FLOWER POT 
Hug is a flower pot made of Tärnsjö leather. The 
Hug flower pot is named Hug after its embrac-
ing function. Hug is designed to embrace and 
cover other flower pots and has no bottom.

Hug has a clean design where the beautiful 
leather is in focus. As a distinct detail Hug has 
a big metal button.

MATERIALS  Tärnsjö leather and metal
DIMENSIONS  Ø 20/16 x H 17, Ø 18/14 x H 15, 
Ø 14/11 x H 12 cm
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A2 is a Swedish furniture and interior detail 
brand established in 2008 by the design 
company A2 designers. It all began as a dream 
of a furniture collection with creative and 
unique objects genuinely produced by local 
craftsmen. 

It was a crazy idea already from the beginning 
and maybe we were even crazier to believe in 
it. We have realised part of our dream and now 
we continue our work to surprise with new 
interesting A2 objects.

Our roots and history are important to us. A2  
was started in Småland, Sweden. We design 
and produce everything in Småland and it is 
here we belong. We are very happy and proud 
of the genuine production in the factory at 
home in Småland.  

Our vision is to be a new, young and brave 
brand that dares to realise interesting and a bit 
different objects. We simply want to challenge 
the interior world with new long lasting high 
quality products with a strong identity.

A2 is designed and managed by designer and 
engineer Sara Larsson in collaboration with 
her sister architect Anna Larsson, family and 
co-workers. 

The A2 brand is owned by A2 designers AB. 

A2 SMÅLAND





A2 designers AB

Showroom, office & warehouse
Storgatan 86, 568 32 Skillingaryd, Sweden 

Postal address
P.O. Box 264, 561 23 Huskvarna, Sweden

+46 36 38 71 54
a2@a2designers.se

www.a2designers.se


